WHAT ARE SMART SCIENCE® LABS?

By combining the measurement techniques from a hands-on lab with the technology of an online lab system, the scientists at Smart Science® education have created something amazing!

They packaged their patented technology with strong scientific method pedagogy, including assessments and content writing tools to ensure strong mastery of subject matter. Smart Science® labs help students develop the critical thinking skills required for success in today's world.

Smart Science® Labs

- The only online science labs used as the primary source of labs in all three college board approved AP science courses
- Every lab culminates with a report that students write, emphasizing content writing and data analysis
- Pre- and post-assessment ensure mastery, with several difficulty levels available in every lab unit
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I am deeply impressed with your wonderful Smart Science® education program. Smart Science® labs have the feel of exploratory, creative thinking so important for a young person to experience.

Dr. Geoffrey W. Marcy, Professor of Astronomy and Renowned Planet Hunter
University of California, Berkeley

COURSES AVAILABLE:
There are over 160 science lab units available to choose from to meet your needs.

We have already deployed college level intro courses in the following subject areas:

Biology
Chemistry
Physics
Geology
Environmental Science
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